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Gilles Fauveau - Ayako Owada
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ayako@rockbook.net
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Tel/Fax: (86 10) 5707 6128
Cell: 15683018054
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BK Norton
5F, 60, Roosevelt Rd. Sec. 4
Taipei 100  Taiwan
Phone: (886) (2) 66320088
Fax: (886) (2) 66329772
chiafeng@bookman.com.tw

SOUTH KOREA
Se-Yung Jun
ICK (Information & Culture Korea)
49, Donggyo-ro 13-Gil
Mapo-gu
Seoul 03997 S. Korea
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Fax: +82 2 3141 7733
cs.ick@ick.co.kr
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Rockville, MD  20853
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craigfalk@aya.yale.edu
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